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Résumé. - L’écoulement plastique des solides polycristallins à hautes températures a lieu par
l’un des trois mécanismes indépendants de déformation : glissement des dislocations,
glissement des joints de grain, et flux diffusionnel directionnel. On considère que les trois
mécanismes sont activés thermiquement et controlés par la diffusion des atomes. On a developpé
des équations constitutives qui décrivent exactement chacun des trois mécanismes indépendants.
Ces équations se fondent sur une dépendence exponentielle de la vitesse de déformation. Ainsi,
on montre que l’exposant de la contrainte, n, en 03C903B103C3n, a des valeurs discrètes dépendant du
mécanismede l’écoulement plastique. Pour la déformation par glissement des dislocations, n
prend des valeurs dans l’intervalle n=1 et n=8 en dépendant du mécanisme spécifique. Pour le
glissement des joints de grain, n, peut-être plutôt 2 ou 4, et pour le fluage-diffusion, n est
l’unité. La microstructure est un facteur important pour l’établissement de la magnitude de la
vitesse de déformation dans chacun des trois mécanismes indépendants de déformation. La taille

des grains est la principale caractéristique de détermination de la vitesse de déformation par
le glissement des joints de grains et par le fluage-diffusion. D’autre part, la taille des

sous-grains et la densité des dislocations, jouent un important rôle dans la détermination de la
vitesse de déformation par le mouvement des dislocations. On montre des exemples pour des

alliages ODS. Une compétition entre ces différents mécanismes peut être décrite quantitativement
par l’usage des équations constitutives et des cartes de mécanismes de déformation. On montre
que le fluage-diffusion n’est pas un processus dominant, comme on considère dans la littérature,
et que le glissement des joints de grains, ou la déformation Harper-Dorn sont les mécanismes
les plus probables qui ont lieu à faibles contraintes, et hautes températures pour matériaux avec
taille de grain fin.

Abstract.- Plastic flow of polycrystalline solids at elevated temperatures occurs by one of three independent deformation
mechanisms: slip by dislocation movement, sliding of adjacent grains along grain boundaries, and directional diffusional flow. All

three mechenisms are considered to be thermally activated and controlled by the diffusion of atoms. Constitutive equations have
been developed which accurately describe each of the three independent mechanisms. These equations center on a power law

dependence of the creep rate. Thus the stress exponent, n, in 03B503C903B103C3n, is shown to have discrete values depending on the plastic flow
mechanism. For deformation by slip, n can take on values ranging from n= 1 to n=8 depending on the specific dislocation
mechanism. For grain boundary sliding, n can be either 2 or 4, and for diffusional creep, n is unity. The microstructure is an

important factor In establishing the magnitude of the creep rate for each of the three independent deformation mechanisms. Grain
size is the principal microstructural feeture in determining the creep rate for deformation by grain boundary sliding and by
diffusional flow. On the other hand, the subgrain size and the dislocation density plays an important role in determining the creep
rate for deformation by dislocation motion; examples are shown for ODS alloys. Competition between these various mechanisms
can be described quantitatively through the use of constitutive equations and deformation mechanism maps. It is shown that

diffusional creep is not as dominating a process as has been considered in the literature, and that grain boundary sliding or
Harper-Dorn creep are the more likely deformation mechanisms occurring at low stresses and high temperatures for fine grain
size materials.

Revue Phys. Appl. 23 (1988) 625-637 AVRIL 1988,
Classification

Physics Abstracts
62.20H - 81.40L

1. Introduction

In the last thirtg geors much experimentel
effort hos been expended to understanding creep

déformation of polycrystalling moteriols et elevated
températures. Usuolly the dota ore obtoined from
unioxiol tests of either two classes: i) creep tests
where a decd-lood is applied to the semple through a

levier orm end its length is measured es a function ot
time or iiy constant strain-rate tests where the

sampl e, held between two grips, 1S deformed ot a
constont crossheod-speed ond the exerted force is

meosured os a function of time.

I n order to détermine the possible control 1 i ng
mechonisms, the experimental dota are compared
with proposed mechanisms of deformation. Usuallg,

Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/rphysap:01988002304062500
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the association of the activation energy for creep
with thet far lattice self-diffusion or grain boundory
diffusion i s consi dered i n most of the def ormot ion

modes.

In a general form, the creep rate or strain rate,

é, has been observed to be related width the absolute

température, T:

where

f(s) = f uncti on of structure, 
E = average unrelexed polycrystalline Young’s

modulus, 
n = stress exponent,
Q = activation energy for plastic flow,
R = universal gas constant.

The function f(s) represents principally the
influence of grain size, d, subgrain size, JI, and

dislocation density, p. Over a certain temperature

range, Q i s constant and i s related to a particular
déformation mechanism.

Althaugh time-dependent déformation of metals
at high températures, above 0.6 T. (where T. is the

absolute melting température), is usually correctly
descri bed by a diffusion-controlled dislocation creep
mechanism, other mechanisms mag become

important. Grain boundarg sliding and directional 
diffusional f 1 ow mag i n f act dominate déformation

especially in fine-grained materials. These three

mechanisms are cansidered to operate independently
of one another, are thermelly activated, are

controlled by etom diffusion and can be described by
Eq.(1).

Each of the mechani sms for creep hos spécifie
values of n and Q by which the mechanism can be
defined uniquelg. For example, plastic flow by slip is
associated with a high stress exponent (5 or higher)
and an activation energy equal to that for lattice

self-diffusion, QL. Plastic déformation by grain

boundary sl i di ng i s characteri zed by a 1 ow stress

exponent of about 2 and an activation energg whi ch is

equal to QL or to the activation energy for

grain-boundarg diffusion, Qgb- Plastic deformation

by diffusional flow is characterized by a stress

exponent of unity. and an activation energy. equel to

QL or Qgb.
As mentioned, deformation at high temperatures

i s dominated by the effects of diffusion controlled
creep whlch allows the attainment of a steady state.
The existing déformation mechanism modeis, in

general, describe well the steady state creep

propertles and permit accurate predlctlons of the

deformation behavior. At intermediate temperatures,

however, in the range (0.3-0.6) Tm, the measured

activation énergies for creep are usually smaller

thon those for lattice self-diffusian. In this ronge,

basicallg two approaches hos been taken:
1) Description of the déformation behavior

involvinq the contribution of pipe diffusion to the

overall l otom mabi 1 i tg, if e steody state con be

reached.

2) Description of the deformation behaviour by
thermal activated cross slip [1,2], intersection of

moving dislocations with dislocation forests [3],
interaction of dislocations with impurity atoms 141
and dislocation glide contralled by the Peierls stress

[5].
Much controversy still exists on the controlling

creep mechanisms et intermediate températures
because ang mechanism satisfoctorilg explains the

expérimental creep data for a large number of

materi e1 s. I n the present review on 1 y diffusion

cantralled creep will be considered.

2. Def ormoti oo mechanisms

Three principal modes of deformation, es

mentioned, hove generally been cansi dered in

expleining the creep behaviour of polgcrgstalline
materials, nome1y diffusional flow, grain boundory
sliding (GBS) end slip creep. Each of these

mechanisms can be described by a constitutive

equation of the form of Eq. (1). If only the influence
of groi n size on the function f(s) is considered, the

f ol l owi ng creep équation can be used :

where A, n, q and pare matera constants, b is

Burgers’ vector and Deff is the effective diffusion

coefficient as is given by

where, DL, Dp and Dgb are the lattice, dislocation pipe
diffusion and grain boundery diffusion coefficients

respectively, and fL, fp and fgb are the fractions of
atoms part1c1pat1ng In lattlce, plpe and gra1n

boundary diffusion respectively. This means thet, in
a general sensé, the presence of dislocations within
the lattice makes it necessary to include the

contr1but10n of plpe diffuslon to the overall atom

mohility 16,71.

Table 1 resumes the constitutive équations for

creep corresponding to the three mentioned modes of
deformation of polycrystolline metels.
Diffusional creep

Diffusional creep is bosed on the redistribution

of voconcy concentrations in the vi cinitg of grain
bounderies which are suhjected to normal stresses.
When a vacancy i s f ormed et a grai n boundary thet i s
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Table 1. Constitutive équations for creep of poly-
crystalline metals of high stacking fault energy.

subjected to a normal tensil e stress, 03C31, a f orce that
is equal to OE j b2 will move the vacancy e distance b.
The required energy. to create a vecency in this

regi on i s reduced by the amount 03C3103A9 where 0 i s the

atomic volume. A flux of vacancies through the

lattice, g1ven by Fick’s law, m8Y then exist from

those boundaries sub jected to tension to those

subjected to compression. The equation, obtained

Independently bg Nabarro (6] and Herrlng [91, hes n=1,
p=2, q=1 and Q=QL. Constant A depend on the grain

boundary shape, but hos a typical value of 14.
For the flux of vacencies toking place elong

grein bounderies, Cobl e [10] celculeted the creep rate
to have n= 1, p=3, q=1 end Q=Qgb. Constant A far this
case i s about 50.

The specific equations f or Nebarro-Herri ng and
Coble creep are shown as Eqs. (3) and (4) (Table 1)

respectively.

Gre boundary sliding

Grain boundary sliding occurs by the movement
of i ndi vi duel grains sl i di ng over each other along
their common boundary. The most important
phenomenon that mag result from grain boundary
sliding is the enhanced ductility, or superplasticity,
associated with fine grains which remains essential 1y
equiaxed af ter déformation. Observations made on

Table il. Summory of proposed models of grain boundory sliding.

Definitions: Ki - Kg = moterial constants, °0 = threshold stress, w = grain boundary

width, Tc = critical température.
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superplestic materiels revealed that individual grain
rotate and switch neighbors while sliding over each

other [11]. No gross formation of cavities is

observed under optima déformation conditions. In

order for the grains to mentain compatibility during
the deformation process on accommodation process

i s i ncorporeted whi ch ovoi d the f ormati an of hol es et

triple junctions. This accommodation process is

interdependent with the process of GBS and the

slower will be rate controlling.
Several deformation mechenisms have been

proposed to describe GBS. Table Il summarizes the

creep equations thet have been developed by
différent models trefs. 12-201. The def ormeti on con

be contro11ed by the grain boundGry itself or by the

accommodation process. This moy take place by
diffusional flow or by slip. As con be seen, the

models have n=2 (except for the Ashby-Verrall
model), p=t to 3, q=0 end Q=QL or Qgb.

An examination of experimental data for a large
number of materials deformed by GBS revealed that

none of the proposed équations are consistent with

these data. For this reason, a phenomenologicel flow

stress-strain rate relationship was developed to

best fit the avilable experimental data. Such

phenomenological analysis used n=2, q=0 and a

temperature dependence of the strain rate associated

either with the activatian energy far lattice or grain

boundary diffusion [211. Those materials where the

creep rate is controlled bg lattice diffusivitg showed
p=2. Those materials where the creep rate appears
to be controlled by grai n boundarg diffusivity showed
p=3. These observations are contained in the

phenomenological relations [221, Eqs. (5) and (6),
given in Table 1.

An example of the prédictive ability of Eq. (5) in

describing superplastic flow in materiels where

Q=Qgb is shown in Fig. 1 far 30 separate

investigations Il 3,16,21,23-491. The predlcted curve
from Eq. (5) is shown bg the deshed line. As can be

seen, the lines shown for the mang mater1a1 s

1 nyest 1 geted exhibit stress exponents of about twa in
agreement with Eq. (5). In addition, the absolute
values of the creep rate, after compensation for

temperature and llnear intercept grain size, l, are
mostly within an order of magnitude of thot

predicted by Eq. (5) at a given value of modulus

compensoted stress. The relation between L ond d

was shown to be d= 1.776 E [501.

Similorly, Fig. 2 shows the predictive ability of

Eq. (6) in describing superplestic flow in moteriols
when Q=QL for 17 separate investigations [18,29,

51-651. The curve from Eq. (6), shown by the dashed

line, predict well the creep behavior within an order
of magnitude.

fig. 1. Diffusion- end grain-size-compensated striai n rate es 8
furxtian of mo4ul u3 - compensated stress for po1vcrvst811i ne
materia1s Where superplastic flov i3 controlled by grain boundarg
diffusion.

Fig. 2. Diffusion- and grain-si2e-compensated strain rate as a
funetion of madulus- compensated stress for polycrystalline
meteriels where superplastic flow is controlled by lattice
diffusion.
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Slip cree

The steady state creep ratds for a large number
of polycrystalline pure metals tested at high
temperature have been observed to be associated

with n=5, q=P=O and Q=QL [66-69]. The specific

constitutive équation for describing this mode of
creep, known es power-18W creep, i s given by Eq. (7)
In Table 1.

The phenomenological corrélation of Eq. (7) is

supported by mang theoretical models. The best

known is bosed on a dislocation climb mechanism and

was proposed by Weertman 1701. ln this model,
dislocations are produced by symmetrically spaced
Frank-Reed sources in which the rate contro111ng
process i s the cl i mb of edge dislocations from

piled-up groups. B6rrett and Nix 1711 proposed a
model b6sed on the diffusion controlled motion of

jogged screw dislocations in which the enly
undetermined parameter was the distance between

jogs.
Some c06rse-gr61ned polycrystalline materials

tested 6t high températures 6nd low stresses show
Newtonian viscous behavior (n= 1 ) known as

Horper-Dorn creep [72]. The scarcity of data hos
limited the number of detai 1 ed analgsis of thi s mode
of creep. It 1s well establlshed, however, that the
mechanisms of deformation i n Harper-Dorn (H-D)
creep ls diffusion controlled dislocation motion 6nd

thot no grain size dependence exists. The

phenomenologicol relotlonships correloting the

existing data will be reviewed later.

3. Microstructure] factors of f ecti ng the creep
mechanisms.

It is well estoblished thot microstructurol

factors, such es subgrains and dislocation density
within subgrains or groins, influence the creep rate.

They moy influence the creep rate by changing the
rate of etom mobility (diffusion coefficient) through
pipe diffusion, by serving es berriers to plastic flow
(for exemple through the presence of subgrains) ond
by contributing to enhenced dislocation glide through
intemol stresses from non-mobile dislocations.

Pipe diffusion

As mentioned before, pipe diffusion con be

importont in o number of creep mechonisms,

i ncl udi ng sl i p creep, groi n boundery sl i di ng end even
diffusional flow.

I n Eq. (2), the term

where n = number of atome surrounding the

dislocation core, N= number of atoms peur unit area

end p - dislocation density. The dislocation density
con be expressed, using the Taylor relation, as equal
to C/b2 (03C3/E)2, where C is a constant typically equal
to 5-100 [73,741. The term f l = 1- fp is about unity.
Therefore, utilizing C=50 and substituting these

terms in Eq. (2): 

We can now substi tute Deff for DL i n Eqs. (3),

(5) and (7) of Table 1 in order to have three new

équations for diffusion81 flow, grain boundery sliding
and slip creep respectively. At low stresses the

term containing Dp is smo11 compared with Dl. At

hiqh stresses, however, these équations can be
written as:

From these équations, only Eq. (12) has been
used extensively 1751. In the following, exemples are
gi ves of the prédictive ebi 1 i tq of Eq.(11)

Fig. 3. The influence of grain size on the creep rate of a

17Cr-14Ni austenitic stainless steel et 704°C. The broken lines

are predicted from Eq. (15).
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When pipe diffusion is considered, some

experimentel observations which show a grain size

dependence of the creep rate and a reiatively large
stress exponent can be explained on the basis of

pipe-diffusion-controlled grain boundary sliding
represented by Eq.(11).

Garofalo et al. [76] studied the effect of grain
size on the creep résistance of en austenitic

iron-base alloy. They showed that the grain size
affected the creep rate for fine grain sizes

(following the form c ce d-2) but thet there was no
grain size effect for coorse grain sizes. This

observation is illustrated in Fig. 3. Garofalo et al.

explained the trend observed on the basis of grain
bounderies which acted es generators of

dislocations. However, they mode no quantitative
analysis.

The date of Garof alo et el. reveal thet the

stress exponent n i s 4 f or f i ne grei n si zes where the
creep rate wes found to be proportional to d-2, and
the stress exponent is about 6 for coorse grain sizes.
These observations indicate that the data con be

anatgzed in terms of pipe-diffusion-controlled grain
boundery sl i di ng, usi ng Eq.(11), where é oc 03C34/d2, end
Eq. (12), where i cc 03C37.

The concept uti 1 i zed i n our analysis is that the
two processes contribute to the total creep rate eT

additively. Thus

The term égbs(DP) i s given by Eq. (11) where only the

Dp term is unknown. The term tS1iP con readily be
8va1uated by enalysis of the creep rate-stress
relation et coarse grain sizes where slip dominates
the déformation process end is done elsewhere [7].
The best fit corrélation obtei ned in the power law

range ls given by

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (14) 1 into Eq. (13), it
1 s obte1 ned:

Equation (15) predicts the steody state creep
rate of austenitic stainless steel es a function of

grain size end modulus-compensated stres et ?04°C,
provided thet Dp is known. The velue of Dp was
chosen so thet the éT values fit the expérimental

data at a grain size of d= 1 ? um at aIE = 7.17 x 10-4.

A val ue of Dp = 1.4 x 10-15 m2 s-1 was used. The

resulting creep rate-grain size relationship from Eq.
(15) is given by the broken lines in Fig. 3. The

predicted behavior agrees remarkabig well with the

experlmentel data, ettestlng to the valldltg of Eq.
(15). The creep rate power dependence of 2 on the

grain size together with the creep rate power

dependence of 4 on the modulus-compensated stress
1s well verlfied bg the experlmental data In the range
of fine grain sizes. These predlctions give
considérable support to the concept that pipe
diffusion plags an important role in controlling creep
when grain bounderg sliding dominâtes.

The creep of fine-grained materiels exhibits
dlfferent rote-controlling régimes. Thus materials

that exhibit superplastic cheracteristics with n=2
can be expected to show a stress exponent of n=4 as

the stress 1s Increased. An exemple from the

literature is a fine-grained copper-base alloy

investigated by Shei and Langdon [77]. Figure 4

shows the creep rate as a function of stress for this

alloy. The broken lines represent the predicted
behavior cansidering the three contributions to creep
associated with SBS-Dgb controlled, GBS-Dp
controlled and slip creep Dp controlled. Specificelly,

the following équation was used to correlote the

Fiq. 4. The steady state creep rate es a funcfian of the

mqdu1us-compenseted stras fora fine-greined Cu-A1-5i-Co alloy
at 500°C. o d=3.5 xm; v d=7.9 J1m; A d= 12.7 xm.

The broken Unes are predicted from Eq.(16) using Ci = 8.6 x
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data:

where ci is associated with D gb (Eq. (6)), c2 is

associated with Dp (Eq. (11» and c3 is related to slip
creep. The slip creep term is given as stress to the
sixth power, which Is near to that given by Eq. (12).
lt can be seen an excell ent agreement between Eq.
(16) and the experimental data.

In order to test the 1 importance of pipe diffusion
in the creep of fine-grained materials, the data of
Shei and Langdon were analyzed by a traditional

approach In which onlg the additive contributions of
the normal accepted GBS term and the slip creep
term were considered, 1.e. Eq. (16) was used without
the use of the pipe diffusion term. The resulting
corrélation is shown in Fig. 5. The prédictive curves
do not agree at a11 with the expérimental data,

indicating the necessitg for Including the pipe
diffusion contribution.

SUbgral n s1 ze

it is well established that subgrain boundaries are
formed during creep flow of polycrystalline mêlais
at elevated temperature. Furthermore, subgrains
were shown to be a basic structural feature of

Fig. 5. The steady state creep rate as a function of the

modulus-compensated stress for a fi ne-grai ned Cu-A1-Si -Co a110y
at 500°C. 0 d=3.5 03BCm; v d=7.9 xm; A d=12.7 xm.

The broken lines are predicted from Eq.(16) where the pipe
diffusion term was neglected.

ste8dy state flow structures [67,68,78], with the

subgrain size, 03BB, given bg the relation,:

where A03BB is about 4 for mang materials.

Thus, the slip creep équation (Eq. (7)), which
shows excellent correlations with experimental
data, must take into consideratlon structure as a
variable. It is, therefore, important to obtain a creep
relation determined at constant structure in order to
evol uote the possi bl e influence of dislocation

structure (i.e. subgrains) on the creep rate.
Constant structure creep tests were analyzed in

order to studied the creep rate-stress relationship
8t constant subgrain size [791. Such studies reveal

that for a large number of m8ter181s ê oc 03BB3. The

introduction of a structure term in the slip creep

relation (Eq. (7)), considering the strain rate

dependence with subgrain size end Eq. (17), gields
the following équation In the power 10w region of

creep:

Fig. 6. Diffusion- compensated strain rate es a functions of
modulus- compenseted stress for verioU8 nmteriale. Al, Fe-3%Si
end NeC1 are tested under constant structure conditions.
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This équation predicts thet the creep rate will

follows an eight power law relation if the structure
is constant.

Mang oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS)
materials contain fine subgrain structures that are
stabilized by the presence of the fine second phase
oxide particles. Such ODS alloys are then likely
candi dates to exhi bi t invariant structures during
creep déformation 1601. Figure 6 shows effective

diffusion-compensoted creep rate es a function of
the modulus-compensated stress for some ODS

materials as well as for Al, Fe-3Si and NaCI. The

data for the latter three moteriels were obtained at

a given subgrain size. The data for the ODS alloys
were obtained under conditions of constant

structure. The predicted curves from Eq. (18) as a
function of subgrain size are given in the upper part
of the figure. The data illustrate that the average
stress exponent for creep is high and equal to about 9
which is close to predicted value of 8, and quite
différent from the value of 5 for pure metal s. As

shown, the experimental curves fit well the

predicted lines, and confirm the important influence
of subgrain size in describing the creep behaviour over
a wide range of strain rates.

Internal stresses; Harver-Dorn creep

lt i s well known that internai stresses can be

generated in a material in a number of ways, most

comment by the presence of dislocations in the

motrix. Quantitatively, it is difficult to calculate

the true values of the internol stress through
analytical methods and no successful attempts havie
been mode to determine such stress.

High internal stress con arise from phase
transformations involving volume changes from one
phase to another phase, from grain shape mi smotch

during température change due to anisotropg of

thermal expansion coefficients, and from the

presence of defects by radiation damage. The

presence of random dislocations con olso contribute

to the internal stress.

A phenomenological model thot incorporâtes on

internal stress term, ci, mag be developed using Eq.

(7) far slip creep [81]. The physical basis of the

internal stresses is as follows : dislocations moving
under an applied stress are envisioned to be both
aided and inhibited by the presence of the i nternal

stress fields that arise from stationary dislocations.

Speci f i cal l g, it can be considered that, at ony given
moment, one-half of the moving dislocations are

influenced by an internal stress that adds to the

applied stress and the remaining half of the moving
dislocations are influenced by an i nternal stress that
subtracts from the applied stress. This concept can

be formulated by the équation :

Using the slip creep équation (Eq. (7)) for the è*

function of o end ai, the following équation is

obtained:

where Ap11S the slip creep constant (power 1DW).
If 03C3i a, Eq. (20) reduces to the slip creep

équation :

If a« ai then Eq. (20) reduces to a linear

relation between i and a, yielding:

This équation will be used to describe

Harper-Dorn (H-D) creep based on the intemal stress
model.

Another équation that has been used to describe
the uniaxial creep rate for H-D creep [72,821 is the

following :

where AHD ls a material constant.

Harper- Dom creep data can be used to calculate

the material constants AHD (of Eq. (23)) and ailE (of
Eq. (22)). These constants are believed principalig to
be f uncti ons of the dislocation densité and

dislocation substructure [76].
An example of the prédictive aspect of Eq. (20)

is shown in Fig. 7 for pure al umi num usi ng a value of

03C3i/E=2.5x10-6. The figure illustrates that Newtonian
viscous behaviour i s observed i n the H-D région et

stress values below about a/E = 3 x 10-6; power law
creep, with n = 5, is observed et stresses above

about a/E = 3 x 10-6. The solid line drawn through
the data points is that obtained from Eq. (20) and

provides strong support for the intemal stress

model. The value of internal stress is related to the

dislocation density and can be calculated through the

Taylor relation 1831. It will be shown later that this

équation for describing H-D creep is applicable to a

large number of pure metals studied et low stresses
near the mel ti ng point.

There have been a remarkable reyival of
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interest in H-D creep in récent years end a further

discussion of this subject will be presented in the

last section of this paper.

Fig. 7. Dlffuslon- compensated strain rate as a function of
madulua- compen38ted 3tr«m for pure eluminum in the power 1
and Harper- Dorn creep regi mes. The solid Il ne is predicted from
Eq. (20).

4. Competition between deformation

mechanisms.

We havie seen thet a polycrystalline moteriol
con deform plesticellg in a number of ways each of
whi ch i s descri bed bg a différent def ormot ion

mechonism. Each mechanism is considered to

operote independently of the others ond has o

particulier dependence of creep rote with stress,

température and grain size.
Over a certain température end strain rate

range only one particular déformation mechanism

will operote because, being independent, ell

mechanisms operote simultaneously ond the fester
will control creep.

It is usuel in the literature to use only the

équations of diffusionel f 1 ow (Eqs. (3) and (4)) end

sl i p (Eq. (7)) when considering the possible

controlling mechanism for creep of polycrystolline
moteriols et high temperoture. It is our contention

thot grain boundery sliding, given by Eqs. (5) and (6),

usually dominates the deformation process in the

range where diffusional creep proceses ore claimed

to be rate-qontrolling. Exomples ore given in the

following to present this view.

Creep data of p-Co was obteined by Snlhoron
and Jones [50J at various temperatures and grain
sizes. These investigators suggested that the data
can be explolned by diffusional (Coble) creep

accompanied by a threshold stress below which creep
will not occur. The p-Co creep data at 773 K and
1073 K is plotted on a double-logarithmic scale in

Fig. 8. The creep data at 1073 K do not seem to show
évidence of a threshold stress. Rather, two linear

regions are observed; the slope at low stresses is

equal to about 2, a value that can be associated with

GBS, and the slope at high stresses is about 4-5,

fig. 8. Strain rate es a function of modulus- compensated stress
for the creep of P-Co. The data were taken from reference 50.

wich in turn can be associated with slip creep. The

creep data at 773 K reveal a pattern that can be

interpreted to show a threshold stress. If the lowest

point is not considered, however, the remainder of

the data can be accurately described bg means of a

strai ght line. The slope of this line is nearly equal
to 2 and also suggests évidence for GBS as a

déformation mechanism. The data of Fig. 8 can be

analyzed in the light of prédictions made by Eq. (6).
i f Eq. (6) is val i d, the value obtai ned for the

activation energy for creep should be reloted to the
activation ener for grain boundary diffusion. Thus,
a plot of 03B5d3 (or èE3) versus 03C3/E allows the

activation energg for creep to be determined. Theright-hand scale of Fig. 8 gives the values of d3 for
the two test temperatures, 773 K and 1073 K. An

activation energg for creep of 130 kJ mol-1 is
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obtained et alE=4 x 10-5. This velue is nearly equal
to the activation energy far grain boundary. diffusion,

Qgb=117 kJ mol- 1, reported by Brik et aL 1841.
Equations (4) and (6) were used to predict the

creep rate of polycrgstalline cobalt and the results
of these prédictions are shown in Fig. 9. I n this

f i gure the creep rate i s normal i zed width respect to d

and Dgb, and is platted as a functian of oiE. As can

be seen, the creep data follows closely the line

predicted bg the GBS équation, both in absolute

values and in the slope. In contres, the diffusional

creep prédiction falls below most of the data.

The conclusions described for p-Co were also
veri f i ed f or other metel s. A way of illustrating this
point is to prepare a Langdon-Mohamed déformation

Fig. 9. Comparison of creep date for p-Co et 773 (o) end 1073
(0) vith predictions from grain baundarg sliding (Dgb
C0Mrolled) end diffusional creep (Coble).

mechanism type of map 185,861. This map predicts
the deformation mechanisms expected at different

grain sizes and modulus-compensated stresses.

figure 10 i 11 ustrates such a map at 0.55 Tm based on

diffusional creep (Eqs. (3). (4) and (10)), GBS (Eqs.

(5), (6) and (11)) and sl i p creep (Eqs. (7), (12) and

(23)). The mater1a1 constants used for the

construction of this map are given 1 n Table III. The

volumes of modulus-compensated stress used in the

creep tests for p-coba1t [50], ct-iron [671, copper

(881, magnésium [891 and 304 stainless steel [901

are plotted as a function of the grain size for those

i nvesti gati ons where diffusional (Coble) creep wi th a
threshold stress was believed to be operational As

Table III. The meteriel constants used f or the

construction of the déformation mechanism map
shown in Fig. 10.

Fig.10. Déformation ffmhenism map et an homologous
température TITm=0.55. The material corotents used for the

construction of the map are given in Table III.

can be seen, most of the data for those metols fa11 in

the stress range where Dgb-controlled GBS

dominetes the déformation.

Another materia1 analized was an austenitic

stainless steel (25Cr- 20Ni) investigated by Yamane
et al. [91]. These authors interpreted also their

results by diffusional (Coble) creep and a threshold
stress. They studied the influence of stress on the

steady-state creep rate of entimang-addition
stainless steel s for a number of différent grain
sizes. Their data are plotted in Fig. 11 as grain
size-compensated stress agoinst the

modulus-compensated stress. Prédictions based on

diffusional f 1 ow and on grain boundary s11ding are

given by the full l 1 i nes shown i n the figure. The

predicted 1 i nes from NabaITo-Herr1ng creep (Eq. (3))
and from Coble creep (Eq. (4)) are observed to result
in creep rates that are considerably below the
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exporimentel data. On the other hand, the predicted
1 i nes from the grai n boundary sl i di ng mode] (Eq. (5)
and (11)) show excellent agreement with the data.
The important feature of Fig. 11 is the transition

f rom 03C32 to 03C34 behaviour in agreement width a change
from GBS (DL) to GBS (Dp ) behavior.

A déformation mechani sm map 8t 0.7 Tm is

constructed in Fig. 12. The relations used for the

construction of the map are the same os for the map

of Fig. 10. The moterial constants used are given in
Table IV. The stress and grain size région covered bg
Yamane et al. i s shown in the figure. As con be seen,
deformation of the 25Cr-20Ni stainless steel in this

range i s predi cted to be principal by grai n boundery
s11ding and by sl i p creep. Onig if GBS is ignored as a

Fiq. I t . The predicted grai n-size- compensated strai n rate-
rradul us- compen3a stres3 relation3 for both grain bounderg
sliding and diffusional creep flow models are shown vith
experimental data for 25Cr - 20H1 stainless steel (rom Yamane et
aU91].

Table 1 V. The material constants used for the

construction of the déformation mechsnism map

shown in Fig. 12.

Fig.12. Déformation mechanism map at an homologous
temperature TITm=0.7. The grain size and stress régimes used in

the expérimental study of Yamane et al. [91] are shown on the

figure es the région bounded by broken 11nes. The mater1a1 con-

3tant$ used for the construction of the map are given in Table IY.

mechanism does the diffusional creep régime become
importent. Therefore, using a déformation m8p thet
includes the important contributions of GBS

mechanisms, Coble creep is predicted not to occur in
the stress range investigated by Yamene et al. and
anig becomes important et fine grain sizes and et
values of 6lE below 3 x 10-6.

The exemptes given above indicate the

importance of grain boundary sliding as 8 mechanism
at low stresses and intermediate températures.

Creep at low stresses and high températures, 
however, is often control 1 ed by either

Nabarro-Herri ng diffusional creep, grai n boundary
sliding or Harper-Dorn creep. Récents investigations
on H-D creep (92-91t in fact, suggest that this

mechanism is more i mportant than normal 1 y
considered. A summary of this studg is given in the

following paragraph.
There are a large number of studies covering the

déformation of a large number of polycrystalline
metals at low stresses and high températures [981.
I n these studi es, a 1 i near dependence of strain- rate

with stress was also reported, and Nabarro-Herring
diffusional creep was described as the mechanism of

plastic flow. Figure 13 show thé ratio of the

diffusion coefficient estimated from creep, DGreep,
to the radiotracer diffusion value, Dexp, plotted as a
f uncti on of a dimensionless test duration parameter
P= (Dexpt/a-1)1/2 , where t= test time and a1=
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product of the grain dimensions, and is taken from
the work of Jones (98]. As can be observed from the

figure, the creep rates of most of these metal s (i.e.
Y-Fe [99], Ni [100], Ag [101], p-Co h02L Cu [103], Mo
[104] and Cr [104]), however, are significentlg faster
than those predicted by the diffusional

(Nabarro-Herrlng) creep relation. These high rates
were attributed to a transient effect from

dislocation short-circuiting during diffusional creep.
Another possible explanation for the observed

high creep rates in this group of metals is that H-D
diffusion-controlled-dislocation creep takes place
more readl1y than diffusional creep.

A deformatlon mechan1sm map was constructed

for analyses of those met.al s that exhi bi t anomalous
diffusional creep behavior. Figure 14 shows a plot

Fig. 13. The ratio of the diffusion coefficient estimated from creep

Dcreep to the diffusion coefficient expérimentai determ1 ned bU
rad10tracer analysis Dexp as a function of 8 dimensionless test
duration parameter P = (Dexp- t)/a - li 1 /2 for various pure

metals. Takenfrom référence [98L 

Table V. The m6teri61 constants used for the

construction of the déformation mechanism map

shown in F1g. 14.

Fig. 14. Déformation mechanism map at an homologous
température T/TM=0.9 shoving location of mêlais exhibiting
anomalous diffusional creep beh8v1or. The material constants used

for the construction of the map are given i n Table Y.

of groln-slze normalized bg the Burgers’ vector, d/b,
as a function of the modulus-compensated stress,

6IE, at a homologous température of 0.90 Tm. The

relations used for the construction of the mop are

the some es far the other mops. The material

constants used are given in Toble V. A velue of AHD
equal to 1.5 x 10-10 was used. This is the expected

velue for H-D creep at 0.9 T. where most of the

creep tests were cerried out. The map of Fig. 14

shows the range of stresses used i n the 1 ow stres

creep studies on metals that exhibit anomalouslg
high diffusional-flow creep rates. The lines sl fall l

i n the H-D région at 1 ow stresses, and in a GBS region
at high stresses. I t is clear from the deformation

map that Nabarra-Herring creep will only be rate

cantral 1 i ng for these metel s at grai n si zes 1 ess than

1 00 pm and at stresses less than 2 x 10-7 E.
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